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Introduction

Professor Thomas E Hughes defined technological system in his book Networks of
Power, which is about the history of electric power, as follows: HA system is consti
tuted of related parts or components. These components are connected by a net
work, or structure. . . . The interconnected components of technical systems,"
Hughes continued, Hare often centrally controlled, and usually the limits of the
system are established by the extent of this control."l A less formal definition
appeared one Sunday in the HShoe" comic strip. There Jeff MacNelly, creator of the
strip, compared a toothbrush and a dental care system. He concluded, HA 'system~ is
anything that costs over 80 bucks."2 By either definition, the elevator is a techno
logical system.

While working at a bedstead factory in Yonkers, New York, in 1852, Elisha
Graves Otis (1811-1861) invented a safety mechanism for the standard hoisting sys
tems of his day. The revolutionary Otis safety was a simple device, 3 consisting of a
spring atop the elevator platform held taut by the hoisting rope, and ratchets along
the walls of the hoistway. A broken rope would release the spring and force the pawls
or ends of the spring into the ratchets and thereby stop the elevator from falling.
Thus the name Otis became immediately associated with safety elevators-Hso con
structed that if the rope breaks the platform cannot fall," according to advertisements
of the 1850s.4

When Otis invented his safety device, hoisting machinery carried freight and
freight handlers. He established his elevator works in 1853 to produce elevators for
the existing freight market. Early customers included a furniture manufacturer, a
melter and refiner, coffee and spice mills, and textile mills. The concept of safety
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Elisha Graves Otis (l811-1861) founded the Otis elevator works in 1853. (United
Technologies Archive)
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inherent in the invention, however, opened a vast new market for hoisting ma
chinery-the passenger elevator market. Otis shipped his first passenger elevator to
a china store in New York City in 1857. Thereafter, the market for passenger eleva
tors gradually expanded. In the late 1860s, Otis Brothers & Company (successors of
E. G. Otis) advertised the "novel luxury" of the passenger elevator. 5 By then, the
company had introduced the "Palace Elevator" for hotels and "other public estab
lishments." The passenger elevator became popular in the 1870s-in retail stores,
like Lord & Taylor in New York City; in large hotels, like the St. Charles Hotel in
New Orleans; and in office buildings, like the State and War Departments building
in Washington.

The nineteenth century was the age of steam power, and so steam powered
these early passenger elevators as well as most of the freight elevators of that period.
The earliest Otis elevators could be adapted for water, hand, or other power, but
steam was the preferred power for several decades and remained an option into the
twentieth century. Often belts transferred power from the steam engine to the ele
vator. That was the case at the first World's Fair held in the United States. At that fair
several steam engines on exhibit were used to drive machinery also on display, in
cluding the Otis safety elevator. There, in New York City in 1854, Elisha Graves Otis
dramatically demonstrated the safety of his elevator by riding on the platform while
the rope was cut. 6

Belt elevators were designed for establishments that already had power in use
for other purposes. Many nineteenth-century factories and \\Tarehouses, for example,
had water or steam power. Consequently, Otis and his sons initially sold elevators
mostly to manufacturers and warehouse owners. These were freight elevators. The
Otis "Universal" model included platform, safety ratchets, sheaves, and wire rope. 7

It came with or without the belting necessary to transmit power to the machine.
During the 1860s and 1870s, the Otis brothers sold the Universal elevator to facto
ries, mills, shops, and other businesses with power already in use.

Elisha Otis recognized the value of an independent or dedicated engine to
power his elevators. He sold steam engines, and he invented and patented improve
ments in steam engines. 8 By providing power to an elevator, the independent engine
expanded the market for elevators beyond buildings with an existing power source.
Charles an,d Norton Otis, sons of Elisha, also developed and sold steam elevators.
Otis Brothers & Company, in fact, became "dealers in all kinds of machinery re
quired in the application of steam for hoisting purposes"-including steam boilers,
pumps, gauges, and pipes. 9 Otis Brothers sold "Metropolitan" and "New York"
steam engines for elevators.

A new kind ofelevator, driven by hydraulic pressure, appeared in the 1870s, and
it supplanted the steam elevator in the 1880s. The steam elevator was actually a fairly
complicated system comprising boiler, fuel, and water, and requiring a skilled opera
tor for the steam plant (not for the elevator car). While steam-powered elevators re
mained common in factories, the "Otis Standard Hydraulic Elevator" carried both
passengers and freight in the skyscrapers then being built in American cities, as well
as in lower-rise buildings around the world. Water under pressure drove the hydraulic
piston and thereby the elevator. The hydraulic elevator reached the height of its pop
ularity at the turn of this century, a decade after the appearance of electric elevators.
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Elisha Graves Otis and his sons, Charles R. and Norton ~ Otis, sold steam engines
and steam-powered elevators, like this 1861 freight machine. (United Technologies
Archive)

The competition between two elevator systems-one hydraulic and the other
electric-illustrates the evolution of the newer, electric system and its components.
Hydraulically powered elevators included several types, most notably the direct
plunger type and the rope-geared hydraulic. Similarly, the electric elevator ap
peared with variations from maker to maker and through time, the worm gear and
gearless traction being the most common types. The competition between hydraulic
and electric systems also reflects business factors, including the infamous Elevator
Trust and the turn-of-the-century merger movement. Otis, despite its high name
recognition (then and now), was not the only elevator company. By 1877, for exam
ple, twenty-one elevator manufacturers were doing business in Boston alone. 10 Otis,
as Otis Brothers & Company and later as the Otis Elevator Company, provides a case
study of the competition of technological systems within a company and an industry.
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Charles R. Otis (1835-1927) and Norton E Otis (1840-1905) succeeded their father
upon his death in 1861. 11 For a few years the brothers managed the firm as a part
nership, first under the name N. E Otis & Brother, and later as Otis, Brothers &
Company. A financial backer, John Hubbard, became their silent partner. In 1867 the
two Otis brothers and Hubbard reorganized the company and incorporated, in New
York, as Otis Brothers & Company. From the reorganization in 1867 until 1898, a
board of trustees managed the company for the benefit of stockholders. 12

The first meeting of the Board of Trustees of Otis Brothers & Company oc
curred on Friday, November 8, 1867. The original board of trustees consisted of
three stockholders. These three stockholders-Charles and Norton Otis and Hub
bard-had sold their assets in the previous partnership for stock in the newly orga
nized company, of which they owned 100 percent. Charles Otis, the older brother,
became president of the company; Norton Otis began as secretary and treasurer, but
at the second meeting of the trustees he resigned as secretary. The trio promptly
elected Hubbard to that office.

Charles and Norton managed Otis Brothers & Company, while, as a member
of an importing firm, Hubbard was often absent in Europe. In 1869 a scribe at
R. G. Dun & Co. (predecessor of Dun & Bradstreet) recorded in a credit ledger
that the Otis business was ubelieved to have made some money. . . but it is evident
they over rate themselves.~~13At one time the three trustees considered merging with
the Tufts Elevator Works of Boston. According to the prospectus of the proposed
Union Elevator Company, the merger would result in less competition, enhanced
profits, and perfected products. 14 The merger did not happen. In 1878, however,
Otis Brothers purchased a large interest in the Hydraulic Elevator Company of
Chicago from William E. Hale & Company, also of Chicago. According to the Otis
trustees, the acquisition removed uone of our most efficient competitors" from
the western territory. 15 Furthermore, the western company became a customer for
Otis products.

With the acquisition ofhydraulic technology, Otis Brothers acquired the talents
of William Hale, who led a new management team during the 1880s. Hubbard, the
secretary, sold his stock and left the company in 1880. He later accused Charles and
Norton of fraudulently lowering the market value of the company~s stock in order to
obtain his stock at less than its actual value. 16 Obviously annoyed by Hubbard~s legal
action, Charles cited uclaims," Ushyster lawyers," and the threat of ublackmail," as
well as his own poor health, in 1882 when the brothers were negotiating a five-year
absence from the board. 17 In addition to resigning from the board and their respec
tive offices, Charles and Norton sold stocks and patents to a group of financiers
headed by Hale. Hale naturally became president of Otis Brothers and promptly
hired the brothers as consultants.

Shortly thereafter, William D. Baldwin and Abraham G. Mills joined the lnan
agement team. Recently back from Europe, Baldwin had been handling foreign
business for the Auburn, New York, firm of D. M. Osborne and Company, a man
ufacturer of harvesting equipment. He became treasurer ofOtis Brothers, which was
already selling elevator equipment to foreign customers. Mills, then president of the
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National Baseball League, became secretary of the company. Both remained with
the company well into the twentieth century. 18

The business included Otis Brothers & Company, the Hale and Hydraulic ele
vator companies, and soon, in 1884, the American Elevator Company, which had of
fices in England and France. Charles and Norton Otis rejoined the Board ofTrustees
in 1887, while Hale was still president of Otis Brothers. Hale remained on the board,
but relinquished the presidency. Norton, the older brother, who had served as mayor
of Yonkers and in the New York Assembly, became vice president of Otis Brothers.
Charles again became president. When he retired in 1890 due to ill health, Norton
became president. Norton presided until 1898, when hydraulic elevators still dom
inated the high-rise market, but electric elevators had moved into low-rise buildings.

Hydraulic Elevators

In the late 1870s Otis Brothers introduced their "safe, simple, economical'~ hydraulic
elevator. 19 The company acquired the technology from the Hale hydraulic elevator
company and from Cyrus W. Baldwin, an inventor from Boston. Otis Brothers also
acquired the management skills of William Hale and technical services of Cyrus
Baldwin. Additionally, Otis purchased domestic and foreign patents "covering any
auxiliary point to aid us in making our elevators." In matters of safety, utility, and
economy, the hydraulic elevator quickly proved itself superior to steam elevators.
Furthermore, the Otis company advertised that its hydraulic elevators were superior
to the competition~sin safety, smoothness and noiselessness of motion, speed, econ
omy of operation, and durability.

The Otis Standard Hydraulic Elevator could be adapted for use in hotels, pub
lic buildings, stores, office buildings, flats, private houses, warehouses, and facto
ries. The financier J. E Morgan purchased one, a passenger model, for his residence
in New York City. Marshall Field & Company bought four hydraulic elevators-two
passenger units and one freight machine for its retail store in Chicago, and one
freight elevator for its warehouse there. The Westinghouse Air Brake Company
bought two freight elevators for its facility in Allegheny City, Pennsylvania. The Cap
itol Hotel in Houston, Texas, received one hydraulic passenger elevator. The United
States Capitol obtained two passenger models, and the Baroness Rothschild acquired
one for her chateau in Geneva, Switzerland. Otis Brothers listed these customers in
an 1882 sales brochure. 20

The Otis Standard Hydraulic Elevator operated by water pressure from street
mains, from a tank in an upper story, a tank on the roof, or a pressure tank in the
basement. If the pressure came from municipal waterworks, no skilled attendant was
needed; otherwise someone needed to maintain the pressure tank in the basement or
the steam pump or gas engine used to raise water from a discharge tank in the base
ment to the supply tank above. Gravity provided the pressure for water taken from
the supply tank. The water under pressure went into a bored cylinder, and therein
acted upon a solid piston, which, via ropes and gears, drove the car. In other words,
the Otis Standard was a rope-geared hydraulic elevator. 21
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-THE OTIS
PASSENGER ELEVATOR CAR

TOGGLE GRIP SAFETY AND STEEL SA.FETY FRAME AND GIRDLE.

OTIS BROTHERS & CO.,
36 & 38 PARK Row,

NEW YORK.

The cutaway portion of this elevator cage shows the Otis Controller, a lever con
nected to the rope control. (United Technologies Archive)
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The passenger controlled the movement of the elevator car or cage by pulling a
hand rope, the same as in a steam-powered elevator. Each pull adjusted valves in the
motor. A downward pull on the rope control caused the elevator to rise. An upward
pull started the descent. By applying "brake power" to the hand rope, the passenger
stopped the elevator. Four wire ropes supported the Otis cage. If a single rope
stretched or broke, safety "catches" prevented the cage from falling. Also for safety,
a regulator prevented the elevator from exceeding a certain speed. The passenger did
not have to activate any of the safety devices. While Otis claimed that the hydraulic
elevator could "be managed by any lady or youth," some skill was required to control
the speed of the car and to bring the car to a stop level with the desired floor. 22

Safety and ease of operation made the Otis hydraulic elevator popular for pri
vate homes, fancy apartment buildings, hotels, stores, and office buildings, including
the skyscrapers that raised city skylines during the last quarter of the century. As
builders turned to structural steel in construction of taller buildings, the hydraulic
elevator provided the means for reaching the upper floors. Elevator operators were
common in public buildings, particularly high-rise buildings with high-pressure hy
draulic systems that required some muscle as well as skill to operate. Otis sold hy
draulic elevators for use in skyscrapers into the early twentieth century.

Electric Elevators

Thomas Edison had demonstrated the practicality of electric power in 1882, through
the successful operation of his Pearl Street Central Station in New York City. Elec
tricity thereafter gradually altered the elevator industry that had relied upon steam
engines and hydraulic motors. Stationary electric motors were installed in factories
and warehouses to furnish power for operating belt-driven freight elevators. Some
times electric pumps drove hydraulic plants. In such instances, electric motors sim
ply replaced other power sources without substantially modifying the elevator
system. 23 Some early electric systems used a steam engine to drive an electric gen
erator that supplied the electric energy to operate the elevator motor. That electric
generator could also power electric lighting in the building. In time, it became pos
sible to obtain electric current from utility lines, which eliminated the need for a
power plant within the building. Access to electricity not generated on site enabled
elevators to be used in "less important buildings" where the installation of a power
plant would be prohibitively expensive. 24

The direct-drive electric elevator took advantage of the increasing availability of
electricity in a manner similar to the hydraulic elevator moving into cities with mu
nicipal waterworks. Otis Brothers sold its first electric elevators in 1889. That year
it installed two worm-geared machines in the Demarest Building at 33rd Street
and Fifth Avenue in New York City. Initially, Otis bought electric motors from
Rudolf Eickemeyer, a German immigrant, inventor, and manufacturer. Otis de
scribed Eickemeyer's "very ingeniously constructed Motor" in a sales brochure:
"This Motor, when so combined with the Elevator, stops and starts with a gradual
movement, and consumes power only in proportion to its 10ad."25 At the world's fair
or Columbian Exposition in Chicago, the company displayed an electric elevator de
signed by Norton Otis, R. C. Smith, and Eickemeyer.
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The Otis Elevator Works and the Otis Electric Company were neighbors in Yonkers, New York, as shown in this 1896 photo. The electric company is the
L-shaped building to the right. (United Technologies Archive)
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In 1892 Otis Brothers and the young General Electric Company organized the
Otis Electric Company.26 Otis was the majority stockholder, and General Electric
held nearly 50 percent interest. Both partners transferred patents, good will, and
future inventions related to electric elevators to the Otis Electric Company. The
same year, Eickemeyer and his assistant Charles Steinmetz joined General Electric.
Eickemeyer's other assistant, John Ihlder, joined the Otis Electric Company. By
1896, that electric elevator company employed about 100 people at its plant next to
the Otis Brothers factory in Yonkers. 27 In comparison, Otis Brothers then employed
about 500 in its factory and 150 in the field.

Compared to hydraulic motors and steam engines, the electric motor was com
pact and efficient. Still, the earliest electric elevators were not seen as competition
for hydraulic elevators, but as "a valuable adjunct adapted to small buildings, where
space is limited, and where the cost of operation of a hydraulic plant would be ab
normally high."28 Most early electric elevators used worm gearing to turn a drum,
which limited the height of the lift, because the gearing was not suitable for high
speeds and the drums did not hold enough rope for high rises. Hydraulic elevators
therefore remained popular in commercial and public buildings.

--THE OTIS -

DuvaLl SCREW EL(ClfllC EUVATCIR.

OTIS BROTHERS &:. CO.,
36 cl 38 PAliK Row,

Electric elevators of the 1890s, like this Otis model, had worm gears and a drum
appropriate for low-rise and low-use applications. (United Technologies Archive)
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At the turn of the century Otis advertised its popular automatic electric elevator
for use in residences. Automatic meant pushbutton control. (United Technologies

Archive)
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In the matter of control, electric elevators rendered possible the elimination of
the hand rope used in nearly all hydraulic elevators. Yet the hand rope-manipu
lated manually or via a wheel or lever-could be and was used in electric elevators;
for example, with the Otis installation in the Demarest Building. In the 1890s Otis
Brothers introduced a new product specially designed for residences-an electric ele
vator with push-button control. The push-button control meant that any passenger
could operate the elevator without the assistance of an attendant. "A child can oper
ate the Otis elevator,U boasted one advertisement. 29 As explained at the International
Engineering Congress of 1904, "[t]he electric elevator is eminently suitable to push
button (automatic) control, enabling attendants to be dispensed with, and therefore
is peculiarly suited to private and apartment houses, and similar light service.u30

A residential installation of the 1890s and early 1900s consisted of:

• an electric motor-to drive the winding machine,

• a bank of push buttons in the elevator car-to select the desired destination,

• a call bell at each floor-to call the elevator to that floor,

• a controller-to open and close the electric circuits,

• a floor controller-to stop the car at the desired floor,

and an ornamental car of wood or iron, hoisting ropes, and, ofcourse, safety devices.
Such an elevator, Otis advertised, could increase "the value and salability ofproperty
more than [the] cost of installation.u31

The Elevator Trust

When the electric elevator was still a new product, Otis Brothers & Company formed
ties with the Whittier Machine Company of Boston, the Crane Elevator Company of
Chicago, and Stokes & Parrish of Philadelphia. Otis was already associated with the
Hale and Hydraulic elevator companies ofChicago. The relationships evolved. In the
beginning, for example, Whittier simply wanted to buy some Otis equipment.
Charles Whittier sent Otis Brothers a telegram to that effect in 1889. The Otis board
of trustees responded by adopting the following resolution:32

That the request of the Whittier Machine Co. to purchase elevator-machinery be de
clined, and the President be instructed to write the Whittier Machine Co. to this effect,
and to say to it that this Company might entertain a proposal for the sale of two machines
for the Museum of Natural History on the execution of an agreement that the said Whit
tier Machine Co. will withdraw all offers for our type of vertical machines, and will not
offer or sell such machines hereafter during the life of our Patents.

Within months, Otis was negotiating the acquisition of Whittier's elevator business.
State laws then did not permit Otis Brothers to hold Whittier stock, so the officers of
Otis purchased shares of Whittier stock. When state laws changed, Otis Brothers
bought the stock from its officers. That was in 1895.
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There emerged an elevator trust, a group of elevator companies cooperating
to limit competition and control prices. Whittier, to continue the example, adver
tised horizontal hydraulic elevators, vertical hydraulic elevators, plunger hydraulic
elevators, electric elevators, and belt-driven machines; and it sold Otis and Stokes &
Parrish equipment. 33 In 1895 the magazine Electricity printed an "expose~~ of
"the big five": "the Otis Co. and its allies, the other members of the Elevator
Trust."34 The four Otis allies mentioned in the article were Hale, Crane, Whittier,
and Stokes & Parrish. All five were known for their hydraulic elevators. Unable to
obtain sufficient electric patents to stifle competition from makers of electric eleva
tors, the five-according to the magazine writer-resorted to unfair business prac
tices. He accused Otis of having a "rule or ruin policy" regarding other elevator
companies, particularly small companies that could be overwhelmed by lawsuits. As
antitrust sentiments grew, so did the Otis trust. Yet Otis Brothers itself had few
stockholders-only seven when the trustees voted to merge into a new Otis Elevator
Company. 35

In 1898 Otis Brothers & Company merged with Hale, Crane, Whittier,
Stokes & Parrish, and other elevator companies. The result was the Otis Elevator
Company, organized as a holding company under the laws of New Jersey. It had a
board of directors instead of a board of trustees. William D. Baldwin, long a
trustee and officer of Otis Brothers, became president of the new company. Norton
Otis became chairman of the board, a position he held until his death in 1905
(at which time he was a member of the U.S. House of Representatives). Classified
as a "lesser" trust by industry chronicler John Moody, the Otis Elevator Company
soon controlled 65 percent of the industry and kept growing by acquiring other
elevator firms, including electric elevator companies. 36 Otis thus participated
in the merger movement that swept American industry at the turn of the cen
tury. As explained by one business historian, "the predominant process was
horizontal consolidation-the simultaneous merger of many or all competitors
in an industry into a single, giant enterprise."37 In addition to Otis, during
that period American Can, DuPont, Eastman Kodak, International Harvester,
International Paper, and Pittsburgh Plate Glass acquired major market shares
through mergers.

Federal antitrust proceedings helped shape Otis. In 1906 the United States
sued the Otis Elevator Company, twenty-seven other companies, and three indi
viduals, and charged them with violation of the Sherman Antitrust law. According
to the U.S. Attorney General, "in order to make the combination effective the Otis
Elevator Company has acquired the whole or a majority interest in the businesses
of all the other defendants, although said defendants are still being operated as
apparently separate and independent concerns."38 As a result of this antitrust action,
Otis submitted to a consent decree banning objectionable practices,39 that is, not
to hinder trade, not to fix prices, and not to divide territory. The subsidiary com
panies were dissolved or merged out of existence. Otis concentrated the once far
flung manufacturing operations into several factories. As of 1910, the company had
seven plants and about 6500 employees in the United States. 40 The company~s

products included the Escalator brand of moving stairway and the increasingly
popular electric elevator, as well as hydraulic products. t
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Norton E Otis (1840-1905) and William E. Baldwin (1856-1930) led the Otis Eleva
tor Trust. (United Technologies)

Technical Competition

The electric elevator eclipsed the hydraulic early in the twentieth century. Baldwin,
in a report to stockholders, described the transition within Otis. Regarding the com
pany, he said:41
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Norton E Otis (1840-1905) and William E. Baldwin (1856-1930) led the Otis Eleva
tor Trust.(United Technologies Archive)

. . . up to the year 1903, a very large proportion of its business was in the manufacture
and installation of hydraulic elevators. This type of elevator required for its operation a
number of articles of different lines of manufacture which could not be produced in our
shops to advantage and were purchased by us from other manufacturers.
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Since that time, owing to the great development in the distribution and use of electric
ity, as well as the perfection ofelectrical apparatus, the demand for the electric elevators
made by us has constantly increased, and each year has shown a larger percentage of
sales of the electric type, all parts of which have been manufactured in our own shops,
not only resulting in an increased demand upon our manufacturing facilities, but also
substantially changing the character of the work.

For the industry as well as Otis, by 1905, the number ofelectric elevators being manu
factured exceeded the total number of all other types of elevators combined.42 This
was due to the large number of small electric machines, like the residential elevator.

Hydraulic elevators remained briefly competitive for high-rise buildings. Al
ready popular in Europe, the hydraulic plunger elevator competed successfully for
commercial buildings, like the John Wanamaker stores in New York and Philadel
phia, but Otis stayed with its rope-geared products. 43 George A. Fuller, a building
contractor known for high-rise construction, selected Otis hydraulic elevators for his
20-story office building in New York City. Completed in 1902, the Fuller Building
quickly became known as the Flatiron Building due to its shape. Otis supplied six
rope-geared machines. The installation included two water supply tanks on the roof
and an auxiliary pressure tank in the subbasement next to three steam pumps. The
pumps could raise water to the tanks on the roof or place water under pressure in the
auxiliary tank. The elevators were geared 6:1, six feet rise of the car to one foot move
ment of the vertical piston. The operating valves were six inches in diameter. Cars
traveled at the speed of 600 feet per minute. A few years after the Flatiron Building
opened, the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company remodeled and expanded its
building in New York City. Otis installed a large, high-pressure hydraulic plant to
power nearly fifty elevators in the II-story office block, but Otis selected electric
traction machines for the new 45-story tower.

Otis introduced the gearless traction electric elevator in 1904-1905. This type
of electric elevator soon dominated the high-rise market. 44 The gearless traction ma
chine had a simple cable drive, no gearing and no drum. Simply stated, the traction
elevator system consisted of an electric motor, a traction driving sheave, and a brake
pulley. Of course, it also had hoisting ropes (made of steel), a car, a controller, and
safety devices. As a direct-drive system, the traction elevator had no gearing be
tween the motor and the driven component, which was either the car or the coun
terweight. The traction sheave replaced the drum of earlier electric models. The
traction elevator could accommodate high rises, as Otis proved with installations in
the Singer, Metropolitan Life, and Woolworth buildings in New York City. The
worldl's tallest building when it opened in 1913, the 60-story Woolworth Building was
called uThe Cathedral of Commerce.u45 Original equipment included 26 Otis gear
less, traction, electric elevators.

Typical control systems-for operation by hand rope, by car switch, or by sin
gle push button-became inadequate as buildings reached higher and demands for
service grew. An electrical engineer explained in 1907, uThe development of the
electric elevator has no doubt been largely retarded by the difficulties attendant
upon the design of satisfactory controlling devices.1'1'46 Otis used a patented system of
control in the more than one thousand automatic residence elevators it had installed



Completed in 1902, the twenty-story Flatiron Building had six Otis rope-geared hy
draulic elevators. (United Technologies Archive)
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In 1913 twenty-six Otis traction elevators carried passengers and freight in the
new sixty-story Woolworth building, dubbed "the Cathedral of Commerce." (United
Technologies Archive)
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throughout the world by 1910. The control was an "automatic continuous non
interference system."47 The noninterference feature limited applications of push
button elevators. Noninterference meant that a person could call the elevator and
ride it to the desired floor without interference from anyone in the halls wishing to
use the elevator; that is, the elevator handled one call at a time. In other words, a
person could "call" the elevator only if it were not in motion and not occupied. The
elevator did not take calls in sequence and did not stop for additional passengers
along a run. By 1918, Otis had installed over two thousand push-button controlled
elevators in residences-the "finest residences"!48-where use was low, and the non
interference feature posed little inconvenience.

By 1918, however, the automatic Otis push-button elevator was also widely in
use in other buildings where intermittent service prevailed-in buildings of moder
ate size, from three to eight stories. These small commercial installations included
apartment houses, like Westminister Apartments in San Francisco; banks, like Boat
men's Bank in St. Louis; churches, like the Latter Day Saints Temple in Salt Lake
City; businesses, like the Peerless Motor Car Company in Cleveland; colleges, like
Williams College in Williamstown, Massachusetts; hospitals, like Hartford Hospital
in Hartford; stores, like the J. L. Hudson Department Store in Detroit; and other
buildings, like the ~W.C.A. Building in Duluth, Minnesota. Some customers used
dual-control elevators-an operator working a car switch during busy hours and pas
sengers activating the push buttons during periods of limited traffic.

Otis experimented with control systems for large commercial applications,
the traction installations. For the Woolworth Building, for example, Otis replaced
the starter with a dispatcher. 49 In commercial buildings with a bank of elevators, the
starter (a person) would typically signal the operator in an elevator car when to start
a run. Based on the model of railroad dispatching, the elevator dispatcher monitored
the location of elevators on an indicator panel. The dispatcher could cut or transfer
a call signal and could communicate with each elevator operator by megaphone,
buzzer, and push button. An operator worked a lever inside the car in accordance
with the schedule of service, call signals received, and instructions from the dis
patcher. The control levers in the cars were connected to controllers, usually located
with the hoisting engines above or below the serviced floors. Installation by instal
lation, Otis acquired experience with resistance control, field regulation, group and
unit control, multivoltage control, and other control features.

In 1924 the company introduced Signal Control for commercial applications
when it installed Signal Control elevators for the first time in the Standard Oil Build
ing in New York City. Signal Control meant push-button control and more. The op
erator no longer controlled elevator speed and no longer manually stopped the
elevator. Instead, the car operated automatically in response to signals from the call
buttons in the halls and the selector buttons in the car. The operator pressed selector
buttons for boarding passengers and closing the car doors. As explained in the Sci
entific American magazine, the Signal Control gave elevators "electric brains."so

Otis eliminated the need for operators in public buildings with the 1950 instal
lation ofAutotronic-Without Attendant-Elevatoring in the Atlantic Refining Com
pany in Dallas, Texas. Autotronic combined automatic and electronic technology. The
system included automatic, push-button controls; self-leveling, automatic terminal
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In 1925, the Scientific American magazine announces that Signal Control gave
elevators "electric brains." (United Technologies Archive)

stops; speed regulation and variable speed; power-operated doors with electronic
proximity detectors; load-weighing device to identify full loads; and scheduled op
eration of an entire bank of cars. The self-service elevator, introduced in private
homes in the 1890s, finally moved to busy commercial and public buildings.
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Otis had sold residential electric elevators from the 1890s until the company con
verted to defense production for World War II. In 1991 Otis began market testing its
first residential model since 1942-a model purchased from an independent elevator
maker. The current home elevator is hydraulic, not electric, and today hydraulic
means oil, not water. One hundred years after the hydraulic elevator dominated the
high-rise market and the electric elevator cornered the low-rise market, hydraulic
elevators are used for low rises and low use, and electric elevators are used for high
rises and high use.

From the establishment of the Otis elevator works in 1853, into the twentieth
century, the Otis company acquired technology through purchase and merger.
Elisha Otis and his sons purchased steam engines and other steam equipment for
elevators. The brothers moved into hydraulic technology by acquiring patents and a
hydraulic elevator company. Elisha Otis and his sons, all master mechanics, began a
lasting tradition of in-house development, but the acquisition of technology devel
oped outside the company proved decisive in the major technological competition
between elevator systems-as illustrated by the transition from hydraulic to electric
elevator systems. Otis participated in trust and merger arrangements to gain access
to technology and territory-initially hydraulic technology and markets, but later
electric technology and markets. Otis thereby gained dominance in the elevator
business.
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